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and joy because this was the service of their king to every living soul was given his tasks according to his physical and m

overwork prohibited from idleness cared for in illness and old age children were taken by the government when they we
were most needed there was no hunger no crime in the whole empire
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Fig 80 the ancient chimus flattened the back of the head as shown in the lower left by placing the infant on a board a descendant of the chimus is shown in the upper
left with mrs price and in front and side views at the right note that the back of his head is similarly flattened
Fig 81 some descendants of the ancient chimu culture are still living in a few fishing villages in the north of peru they live as did their ancestors largely on the sea food
typical faces of this native stock are shown in this photograph note the breadth of the dental arches and full development of the facial bones
The skill with which these men manage their fishing boats is inspiring even though the surf was rolling in great combers they did not hesitate to go out in either their
small crafts carrying one individual or in their large sailboats carrying a dozen men the abundance of the fish in this district is demonstrated by the large catch that
each succeeding boat brought to shore
At the time the spanish conquistadors arrived in peru one of the most unique of the ancient cultures held sway over both the mountain plateaus and the coastal plains
from santiago of chile northward to quito equador a distance of about 1200 miles this culture took its name from the ruling emperors called incas the capital of their
great kingdom was cuzco a city located between the east and west cordillera ranges of the andes these parallel ranges are from fifty to two hundred miles apart
between them is situated a great plateau ranging from 10 000 to 13 000 feet above the sea the mountain ranges are snow capped and include in peru alone fifty peaks
that are over 18 000 feet in altitude ranging up to 22 185 feet in mount huascaran only mount aconcagua in chile is higher it is 23 075 feet the highest mountain in the
americas the air drift is across south america from east to west carrying vast quantities of water received by evaporation from the atlantic ocean this moisture is
precipitated rapidly when the clouds are forced into the chill of the higher andes in the rainy season the great plateau area is frequently well watered though not in
sufficient quantity to meet the needs of agriculture for much of the territory in the past the precipitation has been supplemented by vast irrigation projects using the
water from the melting snows it is estimated that the population ruled over by the reigning incas at the time of the coming of the spaniards reached five millions
The people who erected this temple lived in order and health under the most successful communism the world has ever seen their land was divided into three portions
one portion for the inca one for the sun and one for the people with seventy square meters for every boy and thirty five for every girl the live stock and implements
were similarly apportioned and the land was ploughed planted and the crops gathered in strict rotation first the fields of the sun were cultivated and then the land of
the aged the sick widows and orphans was tended then the lands of the people neighbors assisting one another and last of all the lands of the inca with songs of praise
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